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Dr. Manuel Salto-Tellez is currently
working as Assistant Professor in the
National University of Singapore
(NUS). Dr. Salto-Tellez is also a
Senior Research Scientist at the
Oncology Research Institute in NUS
and Consultant Pathologist in the
National University Hospital
(Singapore).
Dr. Salto-Tellez attended Medical
School at the Universities of Oviedo
(Spain), Aachen (Germany) and
Leiden (The Netherlands), partly
supported by grants from the
European Community. As a medical

student, Dr Salto-Tellez was awarded
the Erasmus Prize of the European
Community, as the jury considered
that “…the standard of Manuel
Salto’s academic work has been
consistently high, both in Spain and
abroad. He was involved in research
which is currently being published and
initiated a joint research project
between Aachen and Oviedo. Manuel
Salto has made the most of Erasmus
and has communicated his enthusiasm
to many others.”

22160-8. Dr. Salto-Tellez’s research
interest include the search of novel
biomarkers in the diagnosis and
prognostication of cancer, the
validation of molecular testing for the
routine diagnostic practice, and the
development and annotation of
physiopathological animal models of
disease.

Dr. Salto-Tellez specialized in
Pathology in the University of
Edinburgh (UK), received his
MRCPath in 1998. He subspecialized in Gastrointestinal
Pathology in St. Mark’s and
Northwick Park Hospitals in London
(UK), and in Molecular Pathology at
UPENN (USA). His clinical
diagnostic work involves
histopathology, cytopathology and
molecular diagnosis.

Dr Salto-Tellez has a personal interest
in literature, traveling and foreign
languages. His career has allowed him
to develop a professional and personal
life in academic institutions of 3
different continents, and is looking
forward to continue this multinational clinical and translational
research endeavour in other
environments. Indeed, the membership
in the Academic Council of the
International Research Promotion
Council would be an ideal framework
to expand the formulation and
implementation of his research for the
third world countries.

Dr. Salto-Tellez is author of more than
40 papers in some of the most
important journals in the area of
Pathology and Translational Research.
He is a regular reviewer for some
prestigious journals. He will soon be
co-author of the next edition of Talbot
and Price’s Biopsy Pathology in
Colorectal Disease (ISBN 0-412-

Dr. Manuel Salto-Tellez has been
selected by the World Scientist Forum
for “Eminent Scientist of the Year
2005” International Award from
Singapore in the field of Pathology
based on his academic excellence,
research contributions and expertise in
the field of Pathology, especially in
Gastrointestinal and Oncopathology.
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